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1. INTRODUCTION
Gujarat is India’s most industrialized and urbanized state. With roughly 6% of India’s geographical area
and 5% of its population, the state accounts for almost 8% of India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). As
per the Annual Survey of Industries (ASI) 2017-18, Gujarat stood first in India in terms of Industrial
Output with ~17% of India’s output. (http://www.csoisw.gov.in) Gujarat contributes over 20% of India’s
exports (DGCIS) and Gujarat’s ports handle over 40% of India’s cargo.
Gujarat received FDI worth USD 15.6
bn between April 2015 – March
2020. In FY 2019-20; Gujarat saw
highest national increment of 240%
in FDI inflows from previous year.
With this, the FDI growth in Gujarat
is 60 times that of the growth in rest
of India.(Ref : Industrial Policy 2020,
Gujarat state)

Industrial hazards areas in state of Gujarat
Gujarat, being a highly industrialized State is prone to chemical and industrial hazards which are well
supported by the fact that 35% of the total Major Accident Hazard (MAH) units of the country are
located mostly at Vapi, Hazira, Ankleshwar, Dahej ect.
The Government of Gujarat has categorized districts on the basis of chemical and industrial category as
presented in the table;
Chemical and Industrial Hazard
Sr. No

Category

Districts

1

AA Category (Highly
Hazardous)

Bharuch and Vadodara

2

A Category (Hazardous)

Ahmedabad, Jamnagar, Kachchh, Rajkot, Surat, and Valsad,

3

B Category (Less
Hazardous)

Anand, Bhavnagar, Gandhinagar, Kheda, Mehsana, Panchmahals
and Porbandar,

4

C Category (Much less
Hazardous)

Amreli, Banaskantha, Dahod: Dangs, Junagadh, Narmada,
Navsari, Patan, Sabarkantha and Surendranagar.

Source: GSDMA (2001). State Level Response Plan for Chemical, industrial and Nuclear Hazards
Gujarat. High Powered Committee (HPC) GoI.
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Industrial waste management scenario in state of Gujarat
Gujarat is an industrial state, also polluted state. Due to chemical and pharmaceutical factories in
particular, state is experiencing the serious effects of air pollution and water pollution.
Common Effluent Treatment Plants
Let’s talk about history of establishing CETP in Gujarat, Kharikat Canal (which is an Irrigation Canal for
providing water to the farmers) passes through the eastern part of Ahmedabad city, 3 big industrial
estates (Naroda, Vatva, Odhav GIDCs) are situated near to this kharicut canal. The untreated effluents
from industrial units of these industrial estates were discharged in Kharikat Canal which polluted the
irrigation water (and also drinking water) of 3 villages situated downstream (popularly known as
Kamalbandhi Villages). Due to this pollution problem, in year 1995, local farmers filed legal complain at
Gujarat High Court. (SCA No. 770/1995 P. J. Patel Vs. State of Gujarat) In this case, the High Court
ordered to construct the Common Effluent Treatment Plant (CETP). This CETP is to be set up by an
industrial estate with 50% financial assistance (25% from center and 25% from state government) from
the government. In addition, it has been decided to collect charges from the members (industrial units)
according to the pollution load and the volume of effluent.
As per information available on website of Gujarat Pollution Control Board, 33 CETPs are currently
operational and 7 CETPs are either proposed or at commissioning / construction phase and one CETP is
ready for commissioning. Out of 33 operating CETPs, 9 CETPs are for treating effluent generated from
textile sectors, 2 for electroplating sector while rest are for chemical and other allied industries. The
total capacity of 33 operational CETPs of Gujarat is 574.93 MLD. But as per the CAG report (report no 5),
not a single CETP is able to achieve prescribed norms,. As per the CAG report, the CETPs are not
functioning as per the standards though the state government is spending so much money to upgrade
them. Despite of this, the Government of Gujarat will going to provide financial assistance to improve
the Common Effluent Treatment Plan in the new industrial policy 2020.
The CETPs are not working efficiently and rivers/other surface water sources have been pollute. People
are suffering from ill effects but neither the industry nor the government is interested in improving the
functioning of CETPs.
Common waste management facilities
7 Common Hazardous Waste Treatment Stabilization Disposal Facilities (HWTSDF) sites and 6 Common
Hazardous Waste Incineration Facilities (HWIF) sites are functional in state of Gujarat for disposal of
toxic hazardous industrial wastes. There have been widespread complaints of pollution from the local
people residing near these facilities. That is also the reason to oppose new waste disposal sites,
whenever there is an environmental public hearing announcement for new site or expansion, there is a
lots of opposition from the local villagers. (Ref. MoM of recently concluded EPH)
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2. IMPACTS FROM ROLLBACKS
Industrial Recovery Process: Restarting from Impact of Lockdown
Indian government announced the lockdown in few hours’ notice on 24 th March 2020, which stretched
for more than 60 days. The migrant workers stayed in big cities started return journey to their native
with family, it was one of the biggest migrations in India’s modern history. More than a hundred people
died of hunger, heat strokes and accidents.

Migrant workers, desperate to return to their hometowns, walk along rail tracks towards a train station in
Ahmedabad, India, on Monday, May 11, 2020. (AP Photo/Ajit Solanki)

Resuming Industrial activities in state of Gujarat
Gujarat government decided to resume economic activities during the lockdown period in the state as
per the Central Government Guidelines and it received wide response. On the first day of reopening of
the industrial Units on April 20, around 6,000 industries started their activities and about 40,000 to
45,000 workers started their job.
A press release by Gujarat Information Bureau on 20th April 2020 mentioned that “among the industrial
units that have been resumed in various districts includes, 1000 units in Ahmedabad, 350 units in Rajkot,
600 units in Vadodara, 250 units in 2 Surat, 450 units in Bharuch, 600 units in Valsad, 400 units in Morbi,
400 units in Gandhinagar, 750 units in Kutchh and 850 units situated in rest of districts. These units
mostly consist of chemicals, ceramic tiles, cement and small scale industries. Alang Ship breaking Yard of
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Bhavnagar has also been given permission to resume and more than 15,000 units are estimated to be
operational in the next two days.”
It further mentions, “The Chief Minister also appointed a District Committee headed by the Collector to
operate the industrial units in the state, keeping in view the strict compliance of the guidelines of the
Government of India including social distancing, while providing employment-economic support to the
working-class people during the time of lockdown. The Committee has been given the powers to
withdraw the permission, if the industries violate or miss the guidelines of the Government of India.”
The report of Indian Express published on same day showed the other side of the situation, Industrial
associations, however, said that not all those who got permissions have been able to start operations on
Monday due to labour shortage. Ajit Shah, president of Sanand Industrial Association said, “Though
permission has been granted to all 150 units under our association, only 5-6 units began operations
today. Few more will be able to start operations in the coming days, but a majority will be able to begin
only after May 3 because there is a huge paucity of labour.”
Despite of the permissions and incentives given in different phases of Unlock, many service sector
employees lost their jobs, many self employed people forced to shut down their ventures due to
unavailability of customers. The reverse migration happened as workers were not able to find out
options at native place, in few cases, employers invited workers with more facilities.
On April 23, in a remarkable announcement, the state of Gujarat allowed opening of the export oriented
industrial units to fulfil the existing orders. This step alone benefited nearly 5,000 export-oriented units
in the state. Additional initiatives such as exemption from labor laws and MSME Ordinance widely
contributed to restoring normalcy.
In addition, except for a few laws on minimum wages, safety norms and compensation in case of
industrial accidents, no other provisions of the labour law would apply to all new companies looking to
operate in the state.
In Unlock phase in beginning of June, newspaper report stated that 80% industrial units in Gujarat
resume operations. It quoted an official in the state energy department who mentioned that the peak
power demand in the state has crossed 340 million units. Last year’s peak demand was around 390
million units in May end and beginning of June.
In end of December state government stated that Gujarat accounted for 53 per cent of the total FDI
received, in the first half of the 2020-21. Of the total USD 30 billion FDI inflow into India during the first
six months (April-September 2020) of the current financial year, USD 16 billion came to Gujarat. The
state also saw a 400 per cent growth in investments during this period compared to last year.
The top sectors attracting FDI inflow are automobiles (14.5 per cent), telecommunications (11.3 per
cent), services (10.2 per cent), power (8.9 per cent), cement and gypsum products (8.5 per cent) and
construction (7 per cent). According to the state government, the maximum investment during the first
six months of 2020-21 has come to Gujarat from United States, Japan, South Korea and Singapore.
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(The Times of India, Ahmedabad edition, 27 December 2020 – more here)

Industrial accidents in 2020
As per the data from Director Industrial Safety and health under Labour and employment department,
number of fatal accidents happened in the state of Gujarat in previous years are as below:
Year
2017
2018
2019
No. of fatal accidents
230
236
188
In the lockdown time and afterwards, the number of industrial accidents were increased, reported
frequently in daily news and state government had to strengthen the existing provisions. Over 130
workers died in industrial accidents in Gujarat during the first seven months of 2020, of which 57 per
cent were reported in four months after the Covid-19 lockdown was lifted in phases in the state.
According to the office of the Director Industrial Safety and Health (DISH), under the Ministry of Labour
and Employment of the state government, a total of 89 industrial accidents happened between January
and July 2020 across Gujarat, in which 130 workers died. Of these, 51 accidents happened between April
and July, when the industries were reopening after the lockdown, in which 74 workers died.
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Gujarat State Industrial Policy 2020
On 7th August, the state government announced State’s Industrial Policy 2020. Before that, Gujarat
government released a circular in February 2020 to extend the time limit of various incentive scheme
under industrial policy 2015 for another six more months due to delay in announcement of new
industrial policy. The state government has translated the Gujarat Industrial Policy 2020 into eight
foreign languages, in an attempt to reach out to foreign companies across the globe. This industrial
policy was shared with Indian embassies in 43 countries.
Highlights










It is expected that the average annual outlay for the New Gujarat Industrial Policy 2020 will
be upto INR 8,000 crore.
The policy aims to boost job creation and manufacturing and create an "innovation-driven
ecosystem" in the state.
It announced as an open invitation to companies wanted to shift their operations from china
in the wake of corona pandemic to set up base at Gujarat. Gujarat government to offer
relocation incentives to companies trying to move from other geographies on a case to case
basis.
It identifies thrust sectors and core sectors, that the state considers a priority in terms of
investment and manufacturing. Investors in mentioned sectors shall receive focus and
special incentives.
Talukas (or potential areas of investment) have been categorized into three categories.
Capital subsidies to large investments will be awarded on the basis of which area the
company chooses to invest in. The three categories are as follows: Category 1: Backward
Districts, Category 2: Developing Districts & Category 3: Mature Districts.
All the units will continue getting an Electricity Duty Exemption for 5 years.

New incentives and subsidies have been
announced for industries in the Micro, Small and Medium
(MSME) segment. Both capital as well as interest subsidies
have been announced in order to boost their growth.

Gujarat government to lease out
government land for long term – upto 50 years – to
industrial enterprises at 6% market rate.

Exempts new companies for a period
of 1000 days from all labor laws in the state

Incentives
to
establish
common
Environmental Infrastructure Facilities such as Common
Effluent Treatment Plant, Waste Management System,
augmentation and technology upgradation of existing
CETPs, common spray dryer, common multiple effect
evaporator etc. at 40% of the project cost upto INR 50
crore.
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Development of Green Estate at 25% of project cost for set up/ relocation / retrofitting of
existing polluting industrial units into Green Industrial Estates upto INR 25 crore.



The policy will also provide assistance up to 75% of cost for preparation of site master plan
for relocation and retrofitting of existing pollution industrial units into Green Indstrial
Estates upto INR 80 lakhs.

And the CONCLUSION part of the industrial policy clarifies the intention very clearly, it mentions,
“Gujarat Industrial Policy 2020 is indeed a game changer. Never before stand out features like
offering land on lease, de-linking of incentives from tax structure and replacing it with capital
subsidy without any upper ceiling will attract many a soul to take the entrepreneurial path.
Industrial Policy 2020 spearheads balanced regional development and is the torchbearer for
inclusive growth. The policy will ensure to establish Gujarat on the world map as the best business
destination, thereby making Gujarat – The Business Card of India.”

No Transparency…for e.g. Deep Sea discharge pipeline project
In December 2018, just prior to the Vibrant Gujarat Global Investors Summit (VGGIS)-2019, Gujarat
Government announced integrated policy for deep sea discharged of treated industrial waste water of
Veraval to Vapi belt with a expectation to attract industrial investment of Rs. 34,000 crore and direct job
creation for 5,00,000 people. Waste water discharge at present takes place mainly in rivers so
government announced that the proposed deep sea discharge pipeline project will reduced the
pollution in rivers.
Gujarat Chief Minister Office tweeted @CMOGUJ in
July 2019, “Gujarat Govt, in its commitment to control

the river pollution, to come up with the first-of-its-kind
multi-beneficial project of Deep Sea Discharge Pipeline
for Treated Industrial Effluents of thousands of
industries of Ahmedabad, Vadodara and Jetpur
estimated at Rs.2275 crore”
State government allocated Rs. 500 crore in the
budget for the year 2018-2019 for this project. The
total project cost has been estimated at Rs.2275 crore,
the state government has put the expenditure in the
budget but no feasibility study or environment impact
assessment report has been done for this Deep Sea
Discharge Pipeline Project. There is no other
information available on this project in public domain.
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3. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
Joint Campaign to find out illegal storehouses - Campaign to find out storage houses - A joint campaign
should be launched across the state by concerned departments to find out illegal storage places of
hazardous chemicals.
Fire NOC and renewal - Check NOC of fire safety taken by all industrial units, industrial units which don’t
have NOC shut down them with immediate effect. Some industrial units have taken NOC on fire safety
but do not renew the license even after it has expired. A campaign should be launched to renew the
permission on an immediate basis and make it mandatory to renew the fire safety license every year.
Training is essential - It is mandatory to set up fire safety training centers in all the GIDCs, SEZs and SIRs
of Gujarat. Arrange mechanism for every officer or employee involved in the fire safety work of each
industrial unit to undergo refresher training every six months (recent fire incidents showed that fire
safety equipments were available but people were not being able to operate).
Disposal from Closed industries - If any hazardous chemicals are stored in the industries which have
been shut down, they should be disposed of immediately. If there is any kind of gas in the tanks in the
closed industries, it should also be disposed of. (Experience in Gujarat showed that gas leaks and
damage has occurred from the tanks of closed industries)
Staff recruitment – There are vacancies since long time in various concerned departments like Fire
Brigade, Pollution Control Board and Factory Inspection etc, should be filled urgently and accountability
should be ensured.
District wise committee - The State Government should form a district-wise standing committee to
assess the damage caused by industrial accidents, fires or pollution incidents, hold hearings with the
affected people and then report to the District Magistrate. On basis of that the District Magistrate can
issue compensation orders and draw the attention of the Gujarat Pollution Control Board regarding the
environmental related damage so that the environmental damage can be compensated.
Implement directions by Gujarat High court – In the case of Solanki Jaswant Singh Kalusinh Vs District
Collector (SPECIAL CIVIL APPLICATION NO. 9699 of 2008) Gujarat high court directed to form a
committee in the case of pollution/environmental degradation The committee consists of (1) District
Collector, (2) Members of GPCB, (3) Secretary of Forest and Environment Department, (4) Irrigation and
Water Resources Department, (5) Animal Husbandry Department, (6) President of Gram Panchayat /
Municipality or their representatives. This committee will study the damages and submit the report to
the district magistrate and accordingly the district magistrate will decide on the award of compensation.
It is thus strongly recommended to appoint a committee on a permanent basis as suggested.
Amount of Environmental Damage Compensation - The Gujarat Pollution Control Board collects the
amount of Environmental Damage Compensation (EDC) from the companies / industries / factories /
industrial units responsible for pollution or accidents, this amount need to spend for betterment of
environment, need to decide process for using this money.
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Put reports in public domain - A committee of inquiry is constituted by the government whenever a
major industrial disaster occurs but the reports of this inquiry committee are never placed in the public
domain. Transparency needed in these matters, such reports should be made public.
Mechanism needed - Monitoring mechanism needs to be set up for implementation of the
recommendations or directions made by the inquiry commissions. In particular, the Coordinating
Committee of representatives from the Disaster Management Authority, the Department of Industrial
Safety and Health and the Pollution Control Board shall meet every six months and obtain information
on implementation and direct the necessary steps to be taken.
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PROJECT OUTCOME
4. DESCRIBE THE ACTIVITY CONDUCTED
Research and Advocacy work

We did research about new policies announced by Gujarat government as well as compiled information
about current industrial accidents and produced below mentioned documents. (Annexed as section-A)





A-1.Analytical note on amendments in labour laws
A-2.List of industrial accidents in 2020
A-3.Case study on Ahmedabad chemical blast at Sahil Enterprise
A-4.Case study on fire at Yashshvi chemicals, Dahej

In this journey to write the note on specific subject, we used our experience to work on environmental
issues since 1997. We checked government reports, newspaper reports, consulted experts from
different sectors and also filed applications under Right to Information Act.

1. Amendments in labour laws
In middle of corona crisis in month of September, instead of thinking pro-labour provisions, the Gujarat
Assembly passed four Bills of the labour and employment department that watered down existing
provisions of The Industries Disputes Act, 1947 and the Factories Act, 1948, in favour of employers and
industrial establishments. In addition, the state government citied the economic circumstances
prevailing due to Covid-19 for making the changes in the two Acts. Check annexure A-1. In addition,
except for a few laws on minimum
wages, safety norms and compensation
in case of industrial accidents, no other
provisions of the labour laws would
apply to all new companies looking to
operate in the state.
We
organized
webinar
on
AMENDMENTS IN LABOUR LAWS on
23rd December 2020 with participants
from various sectors from different
parts of state. Shri Arunbhai Mehta
(Secretary, Gujarat SITU) explained the
new provisions of labour laws and their
possible impacts on industrial sector.
Participants asked related questions
and decided to continue dialogue in
future on the issue.
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2. Industrial accidents in 2020
The Indian Express published news on 22nd August 22, with title Gujarat : Post-lockdown, 74 workers
killed in 51 industrial accidents which mentions, “According to the office of the Director Industrial Safety
and Health (DISH), under the Ministry of Labour and Employment of the state government, a total of 89
industrial accidents happened between January and July 2020 across Gujarat, in which 130 workers
died. Of these, 51 accidents happened between April and July, when the industries were reopening after
the lockdown, in which 74 workers died.” It further mentions. “While April and May saw six and nine
deaths respectively, the highest number of industrial accidents in a single month in this year occurred in
June and July. In each of these two months, 18 accidents happened in which 37 and 22 workers died,
respectively.”
In month of August, due to increase in number of industrial accidents the Chief Secretary Anil Mukim
chaired a meeting of the Labour and Employment department and took stock of safety requirements in
factories. Safety requirements for on-site and off-site emergency plans for manufacturing, storing and
importing hazardous chemicals, measures for emergency planning, preparedness and response in the
case of chemical accidents, and provisions of the Factories Act were reviewed in the meeting, stated an
official release. We collected information about industrial accidents during the year 2020, more
information in annexure A-2.
In November end, The Gujarat government has made it mandatory for all factories have to take a noobjection certificate from the fire department before applying for new licence or renewing existing
ones. (Though after few days, this provision relaxed by department with a provision that producing
process letter will also do)The move comes after a fire incident at a chemical unit near Pirana in
Ahmedabad claimed about a dozen lives on November 4. The labour and employment department
issued a resolution stating, “Factories will now be required to take NOCs from the fire department under
the Gujarat Fire Prevention and Life Safety Measures Act, 2013 before applying for factory licence under
the Factory Act, 1948. Existing factories without fire NOC will also be required to take Fire NOC from
competent authority and inform their respective districts and Ahmedabad DISH (Director Industrial
Safety and Health) office.”
In December, We wrote letter to the chief minister of Gujarat CM with suggestions to implement strict
actions and establish new mechanisms for prevention of fire incidents in industrial units. (See annexure
B-1)
After that, in the backdrop of recently occurred fire incidents in the state, the Government of Gujarat
announced a decision to rollout new rules and framework for fire safety certification and renewal in the
State with effect from 26th January 2221. The state government would develop a ‘Fire Safety Compliance
Portal’ portal for setting a transparent procedure for obtaining online ‘Fire Safety N. O. C.’ for every
high-rise building, commercial complex, school, college, hospital and industrial units in the state.

3. Case studies on Industrial Accidents

As mentioned, industrial fire and blast incidents threatened the NGT also intervened in the matter and
gave directions. The chemical boiler blast in Ahmedabad which lead to collapse of nearby textile godown
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and which killed 12 persons on 4th November 2020. The principal bench of the tribunal took suo motu
cognisance of the newspaper report and ordered a compensation of Rs 15 lakh each to the families of 12
persons killed in the chemical factory blast. NGT also constituted a six-member committee to probe the
incident and submit a report. The committee heard affected people at Ahmedabad on 7 th December
2020, we informed local people to represent their concerns before committee. We submitted our
concerns in written and in person. (Annexure B-3)
In another accident happened in chemical factory (Yashashvi Rasayan Pvt Ltd) in Dahej killed 8 people
and injured 50 people on June 3, 2020. NGT ordered the company to deposit 25 crores as interim
compensation.
We prepared case study on Ahmedabad chemical blast and case study on fire at Yashshvi chemical,
Dahej, annexed as A-3 and A-4 respectively.

4. Public participation in environmental decision making process (Environmental Public
Hearing)
In time of unlock phases, Gujarat Pollution Control Board started organizing Environmental Public
Hearings which is an essential part of getting Environment Clearance for industrial projects. The local
people can’t be able to participate due to corona pandemic so we wrote letters to postpone the public
hearings. As there was restriction for public gatherings and only 50 persons were allowed in a meeting
so we opposed the announcement of organizing public hearings.
We wrote letters to Gujarat Pollution Control Boards for loopholes in process of organizing EPHs
especially with corona SOP, we complained the district collectors, GPCB and chief secretary about
breach of covid protocol and also requested to ensure better public participation in EPHs. We also wrote
to National Human Rights commission and National Green Tribunal (Annexure B-2) to intervene in the
matter to give local people a chance to participate in environmental matter.

5. Webinars / Virtual meetings/Press releases to spread information
In our journey to find out facts related to recovery process,
we found few issues which needed urgent attention and we
represented our concern through different ways. We
organized virtual meetings to spread awareness regarding
issues we found in our research.
We organized webinar on “WAY TO NEW NORMAL ECONOMIC & ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF RECOVERY
PROCESS” on 19th December 2020. We invited eminent
economist Prof. Hemantkumar Shah and environmentalist
Mahesh Pandya to speak about economic aspects and
environmental aspects of recovery process in state of Gujarat.
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Consultation with small groups – we contacted different experts from various sectors to get sense of
new normal situation in state of Gujarat. We consulted students, social workers, academicians,
industrialists and environmental experts for their feedback about the re-opening of industrial sector
after lockdown period.

6. Use of Right to Information act for information about environmental issues
As there is no information available about Deep Sea Discharge Pipeline project announced in 2018 in
public domain, we asked the information through Right To Information application from concerned
departments but we only got reply that no information available regarding the deep sea project. It
seems that the government does not yet initiated proceedings for clearance under EIA Notification-2006
and Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Notification-2011.So the question is, if the pipeline is laid without
proper study, the chances of marine pollution is very much possible.

(The Times of India, Ahmedabad edition, 5 November 2020)
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7. Press releases and Media coverage
We issued press releases on related issues of our work and also annexed few media clips as annexure
section C. For media coverage check section C of annexure.
Our director Mahesh Pandya participated in live debates/interviewed as an expert on local news
channels on topics mentioned below
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Date
22 September 2020
9 October 2020
28 October 2020
8 November 2020
9 November 2020
9 November 2020
5 December 2020
16 December 2020
17 December 2020
22 December 2020

Topic
Interview on pollution
Industrial pollution
Pollution
Fire crackers & Government policy
Awareness about environment
Industrial accident
Interview on
World Food Day
India & Human development Index
Nutrition and public health

Name of television channel
SANDESH NEWS
VTV GUJARATI
GSTV
VTV GUJARATI
SANDESH NEWS
GSTV
GSTV
GTPL
VTV GUJARATI
ZEE 24 KALAK
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5. Communication with National or Local Authorities
1. Letter to the chief minister of Gujarat with suggestions to implement strict actions and establish
new mechanisms about industrial accidents
2. Representation before committee formed by National Green Tribunal in case of Pirana chemical
blast (NGT case no. 258/2020)
3. Letter to chairperson of National Green Tribunal for ensuring effective public participation in
Environment Public Hearing in pandemic time
4. Letter to collector Valsad for organizing EPHs on different days to ensure more participation
5. Letter to the education minister to arrange proper system for underprivileged students of
government primary schools and students of private schools(admitted under RTE)
6. Letter to Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate change about proceedings of EPH
7. Letter to collector Bharuch for organizing EPHs on different days to ensure more participation
8. Letter to Member Secretary, Gujarat Pollution Control Board for not uploading minutes of EPH
on website in due timeframe
9. Letter to Environment minister for ensuring effective public participation in Environment Public
Hearing in corona time
10. Letter to the prime minister for amending food security act so poor students taking admission
under RTE can get benefit of mid-day meal
RTI applications and follow-up
No.
1.

Topic
Details about blast at Yashshvi chemicals, Dahej

2.

Details about blast at Vapi factory

3.

Environmental Damage Compensation

4.

Bank guarantee collected from industrial units

Department name
Office of Deputy director,
Industrial safety and health
Bharuch
Office of Deputy director,
Industrial safety and health
Valsad
Gujarat Pollution Control
Gandhinagar
Gujarat Pollution Control
Gandhinagar

Board,
Board,

6. What, if anything, changed from the original plans and why?

We did as per plans but when situation turned, we changed our plan and take actions, for e.g. in case of
chemical factory blast at Ahmedabad National Green Tribunal took suomoto and formed expert
committee to visit site and to hear affected people. We intervened and contacted people to present
their problems before committee. We also submitted representation to public hearing organized by NGT
formed committee.
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7. RESOURCES ON INDUSTRY ROLLBACKS




















Gujarat state Industrial Policy 2020
https://ic.gujarat.gov.in/documents/commondoc/2020/Industrial-Policy2020.pdf
Press note by Gujarat Information Bureau
https://nidm.gov.in/covid19/PDF/covid19/state/gujarat/104.pdf
Highlights of Industrial policy 2020 http://www.imd-gujarat.gov.in/Document/D_50_20.pdf
http://www.gsdma.org/Content/chemical-and-industrial-disaster-4236
https://col.gujarat.gov.in/
GPCB https://gpcb.gujarat.gov.in/webcontroller/viewpage/hazardous-wastes-facilities-ingujarat
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/post-lockdown-74-workers-killed-in-51-industrialaccidents-in-state-6564682/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/how-five-states-are-leadingeconomy-to-recovery-from-lockdown/articleshow/76151348.cms
https://apnews.com/article/pandemics-india-coronavirus-pandemic-new-delhi-economy72e219644441ccb3c694c8aeebadfbee
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/economic-activities-steady-inguj/articleshow/79971628.cms
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/gujarat-govt-to-allow-select-industrialactivity-from-apr-20-120041601192_1.html
https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/unlockdown-1-80-industrial-units-in-gujaratresume-operations/1979131/
Gujarat govt asks officials to ensure compliance with safety norms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/info-sought-in-questions-must-begiven/articleshow/79048814.cms
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/ahmedabad/gujarat-translates-industrial-policy-into-8foreign-languages-to-attract-fdi-7115474/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/cm-sees-vital-guj-role-in-indias-5-trillionpush/articleshow/79803979.cms
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/ahmedabad/state-submits-action-taken-report-to-ngt7036466/
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/four-labour-bills-passed-in-gujarat-assembly-easier-forsmall-firms-to-lay-off-workers-6606902/
https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/all+gujarat+news+english-epaperalgujen/in+gujarat+45+deaths+in+14+factory+in+10+months+set+up+a+standing+committee+in
+each+district-newsid-n235312754
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8. Annexure
Section A - Analytical notes





A-1. Note on amendments in Labour laws
A-2. List of industrial accidents in 2020
A-3. Case study – Ahmedabad chemical blast
A-4. Case study – Yashshvi chemical, Dahej

Section B - Letters to Authorities
 B-1. Letter to CM about industrial accidents and recommendations
 B-2. Letter to chairperson of National Green Tribunal for ensuring effective public participation
in Environment Public Hearing in pandemic time
 B-3. Representation to committee formed by NGT in Ahmedabad chemical blast case

Section C – Media coverage







C-1 order of Information commissioner about RTI (The Times Of India)
C-2 Air Quality & Fire crackers (Ahmedabad Mirror)
C-3 Pirana chemical blast – Public hearing by committee (The Times Of India)
C-4 Hearing by committee in NGT case (Gujarat Samachar)
C-5 Public hearing by NGT Committee (Rajasthan Patrika)
C-6 Industrial accidents in Gujarat (NavGujarat Samay)
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ANNEXURE A-1
NOTE ON AMENDMENTS IN LABOUR LAWS
Labour laws amended by Gujarat government in 2020
1) Gujarat Ordinance No.5 of 2020
 Government permission which is required for a company with more than one hundred
employees before filing for closure under the Industries Dispute Act and section 25K is now
amended. The amendment has increased the minimum number of employees to three hundred.
 The requirement of notice period of minimum 3 months to any employees that is being laid off
was required for company having more than 100 employees. Now that is amended and the rule
applies to company having more than 300 employees.
Issues
 This will increase the activity of hiring and firing even in big sized manufacturing units that
employs close to 250-300 people.
 If people are not given notice of few months then they would have not time to search for
another job. This ordinance gives power to big MSME companies with even 300 employees the
power to cut jobs of hundreds of people without any notice period.
2) Gujarat Ordinance No. 6 of 2020
 The Factories Act, 1948 is amended by increasing the minimum number of employees required
in a manufacturing unit for it to be called as a factory. The number is now 40 instead of 20. This
means that any manufacturing unit with less than 40 employees will not be called a factory and
hence the factory act is not applicable to such manufacturing unit.
3) Gujarat Ordinance No.7 of 2020
 The contract labour Act is which regulated and ensured the conditions of service and payment
to the labour by the contractors which employ more than 20 employees is now amended and
the employee limit is now increased to 50
Issues
 While introducing this ordinance the state government itself is recognizing that there is noncompliance issue with contractors and now by bringing this ordinance it is sort of legalizing the
non-compliance.
 It is giving powers to contractors to exploit more and more people by exempting more
contractors from this law which is made to protect the rights of laborer.
4) Gujarat Ordinance No.8 of 2020 (Steps undertaken for new establishments)
 Industries Disputes Act, 1947 is amended by adding new section 36C in it which will exempt new
industries from this act for coming 1000 days
 Factories Act, 1948 is amended by adding new section 5A in it which will exempt new industries
from this act for coming 1000 days
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Issues
 While this ordinance will encourage new investments, it will also create negative impact on
already existing projects and investments. The current industrial players will see this ordinance
in negative light.
Also, two different set of applicability of laws in one state will add up the complexity and would also
lead to encouragement of non-compliance by many existing players.

Labour Laws Changes Done by Gujarat Government
Bill
No.

Description

Law before the amendment

Law after the
amendment

1

Bill no.
15 of
2020

Prior to this amendment the
Industries dispute act, 1947 and
Factories Act,1948 was equally
applicable to all the industrial
establishment of the state.

Now after this amendment
new industries that apply
for approval now will get
exemption from these two
laws for upcoming 1000
days.

2

Bill no.
16 of
2020

Amendment of
Industries dispute
Act,1947 by addition
of new section 36C
and Amendment of
Factories Act,1948 by
adding new section
5A
Amendment of
Industries Dispute
Act,1947

Now after the amendment
both the rules are
applicable only to
companies which
employees more than 300
employees.

3

Bill
no.17
of
2020

Amendment of
Factories Act,1948

Prior to the amendment the
company which employed
more than 100 employees
required a government’s
approval before filing for
closure.
Also, company employing more
than 100 employees required
to give at least three months of
notice period to any employee
that it may wish to expel from
the job.
Prior to this amendment the
minimum numbers of
employees in a manufacturing
unit required it to be called a
factory was 20.

4

Bill
no.18
of
2020

Amendment of
contract Labour
Act,1970

The Contract labour Act was
applicable to all the labour
contractors which employed
more than 20 employees on
contract basis

Now after the amendment
the minimum number of
employees is increased to
40.
Hence the applicability of
Factories Act is only
applicable to industries
having more than 40
employees
Now after the amendment
this act is only applicable to
contractors which
employees more than 50
employees.
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The three Labour Laws Passed by Union Government which will replace existing labour laws.


The Industrial Code Bill,2020 seeks to replace three labour laws
1) The industrial Disputes Act,1947
2) The Trade union Act,1926
3) The industrial Employment Act, 1946



The Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions Code 2020 consolidates 13 existing
Acts that regulates health, safety and working conditions. These include the Factories Act, 1948,
the Mines Act 1952 and Contract Labour Act,1970



Social Security code 2020 replaces nine laws related to social security, including the Employees
Provident Fund Act,1952, the Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 and the Unorganized Workers’
Social Security Act,2008
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ANNEXURE A-2
LIST OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS IN 2020

Summary of Industrial Accidents in Gujarat
February-2020 to December 2020
Sr
No.
1

2
3

Factory/Company
names

Incident
Date

Nandan Denim,
08\02\2020
(ChiripalGroup,narolpipadaj- pirana road
Ahmedabad.
Lotus Label
22/02/2020
Industries,
Ahmedabad
Yashashvi
03/06/2020
Chemical,Dahej

Details of
the
accident
Incident of
Fire

Death

Incident of
Fire

3

Blast

12

7

Case at NGT :
Aryavart Foundation
through its President
v. Yashyashvi
Rasayan Pvt. Ltd. &
Anr. Original
Application No.
22/2020 (WZ), order
dated 08.06.2020

4

Unicharm India Pvt
Ltd. Bod, GIDC ,
Sanand

24/06/2020

Incident of
Fire

5

Shree Shakti
Chemical Company,
Vatva- GIDC,
Ahmedabad
Vishal Fabrics
(Chiripal Group),
Village–dholitalula-

17/07/2020

Effect of
Chemical
leakage

2

18/07/2020

Gas
leakage in
ETP plant

4

6

Injured

Remark
Another fire in same
factory in month of
August

Odhav GIDC is near to
residential area - no
window or ventilation
70
1. Factory Inspector/
deputy director/
safety and health
officer have to stop
the processing
production of the
factory.
2. Case filed at NGT
(case no. 22/2020.)
3. The New plant was
constructed without
EC and CTE for the
purpose of expansion
behind the
Production Plant for
which the GPCB only
Sought clarification
but did not take any
action.
4. GPCB Collected 1 Cr.
Rupees as EDC.
35 firefighting vehicles
and 125 fire mans
/officers were rushed at
Japanese firm
1
FIR lodged at vatva
critical police station
This company belongs to
same group of Nandan
denim
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7

Dholka, Ahmedabad
Nandan Denim
(Chiripal Group,
Narol- Piplaj- Pirana
Road, Ahmedabad
Shakti Bio Science
Ltd. GIDC, Vapi

07/08/2020

Incident of
Fire

More info

08/08/2020

massive
fire at
chemical
factory

23/08/2020

10.1

Yashashvi Chemical
Dahej
Pirana Dumping Site

10.2

Pirana Dumping Site

28/01/2020

11

Industry at Tulip
Estate, Changodar

14/10/2020

Incident of
Fire
12 yrs old
girl was
stabbed
35 yrs old
lady was
burnt
Incident of
Fire

GPCB Collected 25 lakhs.
Rupees as a EDC.
Report filed by the
Director, Industrial
Safety & Health,
Ahmedabad in Original
Application No. 168 of
2020 on the in Valsad,
Gujarat.
In closed chemical
factory
Municipal waste
disposal site at
Ahmedabad
Municipal waste
disposal site at
Ahmedabad
17 fire tenders

12

Pirana Process
House (Sahil
Enterprises)

04/11/2020

Incident of
Boiler
rapture
and fire

13

Vatva
Matangi Industries

09/12/2020

Major Fire

14

Kusa Chemicals
Kalol,Panchmahal

21/12/2020

Fire

8

9

26/09/2020

1
1

13

NGT has taken (case no
258/2020) SUOMOTO,
The Government of
Gujarat form a
committee under
chairmanship Vipul
Mmitra (IAS).Report is
not in public Domain.
NGT formed expert
committee which heard
affected people on 7th
December
Directorate of Industrial
Safety and Health (DISH)
issued a closure order
under Section 40(2) of
the Factory Act.
700 Villagers shifted to
nearby place
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ANNEXURE A-3
CASE STUDY – AHMEDABAD CHEMICAL BLAST
WILL THE AHMEDABAD INDUSTRIAL BLAST ACT AS A WAKE-UP CALL ?
The chemical boiler blast in Ahmedabad which lead to collapse of nearby textile godown and which
killed 12 persons has exposed the non-adherence of rules and regulations by small and micro industries
across the state. It has also questioned the ability of the government authority bodies to be able to
inspect and crackdown on such illegally operating companies. Gujarat is highly industrial state and
industries contribute 45% to its GDP. Also, Gujarat has always been at forefront in inviting large
manufacturing corporations of various sectors across the world to set up a plant in the state. While this
has ensured steady growth of large-scale industries in the state it has also led to mushrooming of small
and medium and micro scale industries which are essential part of the value chain of these large
corporations. These small units either provide raw material used in manufacturing final product or other
secondary materials or components which are indirectly used in the large corporations. With
Government inviting large corporations in the state there is also widespread increase in MSME
industries which operate often times without any legal permit. They don’t bother to take either
environmental clearance or fire NOC. They also employ children under 14 as they are cheap labour.
Often times they operate in hazardous situation and any mishap can cause severe fatalities and huge
economic and environmental loss of surrounding area. The authorities who are responsible for taking
action against these industries are either unaware of the existence of it or are equal partners in this
crime.
These accidents in illegal factories not only creates human, economic and environmental loss but also
dents the reputation of state. This also shows the world how poor state performs in industrial safety
norms and in long run might deter bigger corporations from coming here. We must take the accidents
that have happened in recent past post the Covid-19 induced lockdown was lifted as wake up call. We
need to conduct a statewide inspection and take strict actions against all these industries found guilty of
non-compliance of rules and regulations. The action so be so strict that no person in future dares to
open an illegal industry. A closure of few industries might look a setback to economy in near future but
in long run it will ensure that our prestige and reputation to be able to deliver a safe industrial
ecosystem to the corporations is sustained.
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ANNEXURE A-4
CASE STUDY – YASHSHVI CHEMICALS, DAHEJ
REPORT OF BLAST ACCIDENT AT YASHYASHVI RASAYAN, DAHEJ ON 3 ND JUNE 2020.
1. Introduction
Yashyashvi Rasayan Pvt. Ltd. Is a chemical manufacturing company which is part of Patel Group of
industries which is headquartered in Navsari district of Gujarat. They applied for environmental
clearance for new chemical manufacturing plant in February 2015 in Dahej SEZ of Bharuch district and
they received the clearance in March 2016. The clearance given was for manufacturing chemicals such
as 3,6 Di Chloro Methoxy Benzoic Acid, Di Potassium Salt of 3,6 Di Chloro Salicylic Acid, 2,5 Di Chloro
Phenol and 2,5 Di Chloro Aniline.
2. Background of the Accident on 3rd June 2020
On 3rd June huge blast took place in the plant that rocked the entire Dahej Special Economic Zone (SEZ).
It killed 10 and injured 70 people. Bharuch Marine Police registered first information report against
Yashyashvi Rasayan Pvt. Ltd. According to the FIR, the major blasts in the liquid chemical storage tanks
occurred due to the serious human negligence during the transfer of the dimethyl sulphide (DMS) and
Nitric Acid (HNO3) into the storage tanks from the tankers, which resulted in the serious chemical
reaction and series of blasts in the storage tanks.Investigations revealed that about 25 tonnes of DMS
was transferred into the HNO3 tank and that about 18 tonnes of HNO3 chemical was transferred into the
DMS tank during the unloading of the chemical liquid into the storage tanks on June 2.On June 2, two
tankers loaded with DMS and HNO3 had arrived in the company’s liquid storage farm area for unloading
the chemical into the storage tanks. Atal Bihari Mandal and Mahesh Galchar, who are contractual
employees, connected the tankers with the storage tanks with the hosepipe and disappeared from the
scene.When the unloading of the chemical was about to be completed, Mahesh Galchar checked the
hosepipe connections of both the tankers and found that they were interchanged with the DMS and
HNO3 storage tanks. However, Galchar disconnected the unloading and informed his higher officials
including the plant head and DMS head regarding the goof-up said Rajendrasinh Chudasama,
superintendent of police, Bharuch.“Despite of knowing about the dangerous chemical reaction due to
the wrong transfer of the chemicals in the storage tanks, the officials did not take any remedial
measures to neutralise the reaction, resulting in the series of blast in the storage tanks,” said
Rajendrasinh Chudasama, superintendent of police, Bharuch.
The Aryavart Foundation an NGO based in Haryana with regional office in Surat filed a plea in NGT on 4 th
June 2020 (case no. 22/2020) and NGT on 8th June ordered the company to pay 25 crores as penalty
which included Rs. 15 lacs for each dead person, Rs. 5 lacs to severely injured and Rs.2.5 lacs to other
injured person. NGT also ordered the company to pay Rs.25000 to each displaced person in the nearly
two villages. The company then challenged the NGT’s order of paying Rs.25000 to the displaced persons
in the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has sent the application back to NGT and next hearing for this
matter is due on 3rd November 2020 at NGT.
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3. Investigations
Based on the above information obtained from NGT’s court order and media reports. We tried to
investigate the case in a holistic manner so that not only the specific reason for the occurrence of this
accident can be known but also few generalized changes that can be made in this type of chemical
industries so that accidents and fatalities can be avoided. So, we filed an RTI application to the Gujarat
Pollution Control Board (GPCB) on 10th June 2020 and asked for the following information
1) Copy of the latest issued environmental clearance to the Yashyashvi Rasayan Pvt. Ltd.
2) The compliance report of the environmental clearance of the last two years.
3) Complaints received against the company in last two years and report of the visit taken by the
officials for the same in last two years.
4) Reports of the Inspection taken by GPCB officials in the last two years
5) The detailed inspection undertaken by GPCB just after the accident on 3 rd June 2020.
We received the response from GPCB on 23rd June 2020 for all the points we asked in the RTI
application. The key findings are as follows.
1) Environmental Clearance to the Yashyashvi Rasayan Pvt Ltd was applied on 8 th February 2015
and was granted on 32st March 2016.
2) The compliance report is satisfactory and there are no issues found in complying to the
guidelines and limits stated in the environmental clearance
3) The only complaint that was filed against the company was by the Samast Bharuch
JillaMachimarSamaj complaining that after the accident the company had discharged all the
toxic waste water that was used to extinguished the fire was drained in sea water thereby killing
so many fishes and other sea creatures. The GPCB did carry out inspection and their report said
that there is no direct outlet from the industry to the sea and thus killing of the fishes cannot be
attributed to the alleged activity carried out by the company. Thus the case was dismissed by
GPCB
4) The GPCB carried out regular inspection nearly ten times in two years between 2018 and 2020.
The dates along with brief details are as follows.
1. 26/06/2018: Requested to mention Spend Catalyst. Ordered to follow disposal of
ETP sludge according to waste management rules 2016
2. 15/09/2018: Was issued Notice from GPCB for expanding the capacity of the plant
without EC/CTE.
3. 14/12/2018: Ordered to repair the SBT-3 tank Leakage and carry out tree plantation
nearby the fencing
4. 29/03/2019: No irregularities found
5. 08/04/2019: No irregularities found
6. 12/06/2019: No irregularities found
7. 26/07/2019: Ordered to repair leakage in solvent storage tank.
8. 13/09/2019: No irregularities found
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9. 17/12/2019: The company had amended the CCA application as the company
wanted to manufacture new products.
10. 03/06/2020: Post accident inspection.
11. 10/06/2020: Inspection carried out on the order of the district collector as the
company had requested to discharge other stored chemicals after the closure of the
plant. The GPCB did permit the company to discharge other harmful chemicals.
Details of GPCB inspection carried out on 03rd June:
1. GPCB concluded that fire broke out due to blast which was caused due to mishandling of the
chemicals in the storage tank farm area
2. It took 5 hours by 11 fire tenders to bring fire under control. The water is then discharged
into storm water drainage
3. Strong presence of VOC found. The VOC within factory premises found to be 1000 ppm.
4. The GPCB ordered the immediate closure of production in plant. IT also requested for
disconnection of electric supply.
5. The GPCB ordered the company to pay Rs. 1 crore as Environmental Damage Compensation
and failing to do so would invite legal action against the company.
4. Findings
Based on the above responses to the questions raised in RTI and on the media reports we were able to
find summarize following points






The cause of fire was due to explosion which happened due to mismatch of the tankers of two
chemicals. But the explosion was not instant and it did take some time for the tankers to
explode. The company despite understanding the graveness of the situation didn’t take
emergency action and didn’t evacuated the company premises. There was no disaster
management SOP compliance after the accidental mixing of chemicals took place. Had they
taken necessary procedure it would have saved so many lives
The GPCB inspection last took place in 17th December 2019 in which they were issued clearance
to manufacture new products. But post that Covid induced lockdown happened and production
stopped. In May 2020 when the industries were again allowed to reopen their production there
was no initial inspection from GPCB and hence the condition of the factory and its EC
compliance cannot be determined post two months of shutdown.
The core reason why this accident occurred is the human error that the contract workers made
by interchanging the pipe. Now we may not surely know if these workers were experienced or
not in handling this type of chemicals. Post Covid lockdown getting right set of workers was a
challenge and it can be hypothesized that the workers who did this error might be new
inexperienced workers who were more likely to commit this mistake. Or it might be a regular
human error which could have happened with anyone and anywhere. We don’t know yet but
this accident does throws need at worker’s re-skilling and qualification.
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5. Recommendations
 Occurrence of accident due to intermixing of chemicals in chemical industry is always a
possibility. There is no standard procedure to be followed so that any disaster is avoided. We
recommend there should be strict guidelines issued for dealing with this type of incidents. Also,
the GPCB authorities in their regular inspection should check the adherence of these guidelines.
 The handling of chemicals is extremely sensitive activity and hence workers should always be
equipped with right skills to do this activity. Companies and employees across the state bypass
the standard protocol to be followed while handling these chemicals. The company should try
and impose discipline in their employees regarding following of set practices and protocols and
should impose penalty on those who don’t adhere to those rules. Prevention is better than cure
and companies should not hesitate to spend few sums of money for these activities rather than
losing entire plant due to disaster.
 Post Covid induced lockdown many industries were suddenly closed and many could not follow
proper procedure to shutdown their plants completely and also remove some harmful
chemicals from storage tanks or pumps etc. Many such high temperature chemicals would have
had longer than expected exposure to this equipment due to abrupt shutdown and would have
damaged the material quality of it. Thus a intensive survey should be done and the material
quality and robustness of each and every such equipment that deals with critical chemicals
should be done whenever any industry is shut down and is reopened.
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ANNEXURE B -1
LETTER TO CM ABOUT INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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ANNEXURE B -2
LETTER TO CHAIRPERSON OF NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL FOR ENSURING EFFECTIVE PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION IN ENVIRONMENT PUBLIC HEARING IN PANDEMIC TIME
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ANNEXURE B -3
REPRESENTATION TO COMMITTEE CONSTITUTED BY NGT IN AHMEDABAD CHEMICAL BLAST
CASE
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SECTION C
C: MEDIA COVERAGE
Annexure C-11 order of Information commissioner about RTI (The Times of India)
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ANNEXURE C-2
AIR QUALITY & FIRE CRACKERS (AHMEDABAD MIRROR)
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ANNEXURE C-3
PIRANA CHEMICAL BLAST – PUBLIC HEARING BY COMMITTEE (THE TIMES OF INDIA)
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ANNEXURE C-4
HEARING BY COMMITTEE IN NGT CASE (GUJARAT SAMACHAR)
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ANNEXURE C-5
PUBLIC HEARING BY NGT COMMITTEE (RAJASTHAN PATRIKA)
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ANNEXURE C-6
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS IN GUJARAT (NAVGUJARAT SAMAY)
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